
Dear Authors! 

I am very impressed by the amount of data you have gathered on avalanche events in 

HMA. Your GIS based database is great and a good starting point for further studies and 

initiatives as you write in your manuscript. This work is of high value and very timely for 

the people living in these areas and their livelihood being threatened by snow and ice 

avalanches (and other slope and glacier hazards).  

I suggest minor revision that mostly concerns some clarifications, writing (I am not an 

English native speaker myself) and the use of technical terms. 

Dear Markus, 

we are very grateful for the careful reading of the manuscript, especially pointing out 

numerous incidences where different formulations from publications we could not bring 

to a more standardized nomenclature. We address each individual issue raised below, 

with your comments followed directly by our response in red. 

Doesn’t – “does not” in several places 

Thanks, we have now checked throughout and amended this. We think that actually it 

should be ‘does not’ for formal standards and we have changed the ‘doesn’t’ to that 

effect. We hope that follows the NHESS standard.  

40: consider splitting up this very long sentence 

Thanks, we have split this up into two, subsequently shifting the citation. 

43: since you mention avalanches for the first time here, maybe write “snow avalanches 

(hereafter also called avalanches)” 

Thanks, amended. 

46: I would delete Eckerstorfer and Malnes, 2015 here, since it is not the correct paper 

to cite on how avalanches affect socio-economic activities. McClung’s Handbook is fine 

here. 

Thanks for the suggestion, we have removed it here. 

55: not sure how important these past death tolls are here. Consider looking up major 

avalanche accidents in Asia, for example in Panjshir, Afghanistan in 2015. 



We understand that these are numbers not relevant to Asia here, but we feel they make 

sense for an agenda setting, as indeed in Asia this issue of soldiers caught in avalanches 

has repeated itself. Therefore, we would prefer keeping it. We have discussed all other 

major avalanches in the HMA in the later sections and referring to them here would jump 

ahead. 

78: I do not think that avalanche related climate change studies are that limited anymore. 

There are numerous studies from Switzerland and France that should certainly be 

mentioned here. 

We have done a careful search on the avalanche-climate change nexus again and there 

indeed remains relatively limited literature on the topic. We have now added (Giacona et 

al. 2021; Eckert et al. 2013) which we previously missed and made the addition that 

research on the topic largely is focused on the French Alps. We also added the very 

recent (Hao et al. 2023) under results since this is for the region, and add the relevant 

discussion. There is one more study (Strapazzon et al. 2021), however it deals with the 

impact on accident severity rather than frequency or nature of avalanches and we hence 

do not refer to it here. 

108: until here I thought your review would only concern ice avalanches. I believe you 

should consider giving an overview over ice avalanches in the introduction, similar to the 

comprehensive introduction to snow avalanches. 

Thanks for pointing this out, this should have indeed been made clearer. We have now 

added a separate line to the Introduction where we mention the separate line of 

research for ice avalanches (L79 – L86). This is considerably shorter than the general 

introduction as research on ice avalanches remains more limited, but of course is of 

crucial importance. We circle back to this issue in Section 2 from L117. 

147: depth-hoar avalanches is not a commonly used term. Could you write “avalanches 

that release on the ground” or “full depth avalanches”. 

Thanks, we have amended this. 

Section 3.1 you are switching a bit between past and present tense. Consider writing it 

all in past tense. 

Thanks for noticing, we have now throughout put this into past tense except for generally 

applicable statements that are kept in present tense. 



151: it is not correct that a deep snowpack favors depth hoar growth. In fact, it is the 

opposite. A thin snowpack allows for a large temperature gradient between ground and 

atmosphere and thus kinetic growth of snow crystals into depth hoar. 

Yes, it is true, here it has been written awkwardly, the author mentions about the 

condition favoring for depth hoar avalanche (full depth). Now, it has been simplified  

156: it does not make sense that SDAs (surface layer dry slabs) occurred with a persistent 

weak layer. However, it makes sense that they were triggered by heavy snowfall and 

wind. Consider deleting the information on persistent weak layers. These would be 

present with FDA for example. 

Thanks for noticing, this may have been inconsistent in the original paper and we have 

amended accordingly. 

159: if a storm triggered 37 avalanches, it does not make sense that half of them were 

triggered by precipitation. What about the other half? 

Thanks for noticing, this was indeed formulated awkwardly. The study found that  

general threshold during any storm needs to be present (high intensity precipitation) but 

identified precipitation as the final trigger in 18 and high temperatures in 10 cases, 6 

were triggered by earthquakes and 3 events by other triggers. We have adapted the text 

accordingly. 

162: sentence is not understandable. Please rewrite. 

Sentence revised. 

167: please check again if these avalanches predominantly released between 25 and 35 

degrees. Where these wet snow avalanches or slush flows? 

The authors do refer to wet avalanches here, not slush flows and from the study site we 

also believe that the latter wouldn’t be possible. The study area has two classes with high 

percentages/5 classes of avalanche release slopes in descending images of two study 

sites; Kizilkeya and Aktep in West Tian Shan Mountains. 

Kizilkeya: 

 35-50: 38% 

 25-35:54% 



Aktep: 

 35-54: 36% 

 25-35: 53% 

 

172: consider splitting up this very long sentence 

We split the sentence into two. 

176: not really sure what a moist slab avalanche is. In my opinion the classification is 

either wet or dry. 

We agree that the ‘moist’ classification used here may not be significant or entirely useful 

and we have removed it in this context. 

178: we usually talk about wind-loaded slopes. Thaw avalanches is not a term commonly 

used. I guess you mean wet snow avalanches? 

We have used terms used in the publications but agree that it would be helpful to 

converge on standardized terms here. We have adapted this accordingly. 

189: what do you mean by weakened layers? 

We here refer to the snowpack being weakened as water content rises and have clarified 

in the text. 

195: consider splitting up this very long sentence 

We have split the sentence in two. 

200: contradicting who? Your opinion? 

The contradiction here would be to communities’ expectations as well as the simple 

notion that one would expect less avalanche activity with less snow. However we agree 

that here this can not be juxtaposed against some published statement and we hence 

remove it. 

Figure 1a: this seems to be a glide crack that precauses a glide avalanche. 

Thanks, we have updated the caption. 



Figure 1d: I wonder if the avalanche eroded the gully. Would you rather not think the 

gully was already there, caused by some other process? 

This is a god point and we didn’t mean to suggest that a single avalanche caused the 

gully. Having observed the particular location over many seasons we however know that 

it was gradually formed by repeat avalanches as well as the subsequent debris flows 

caused by excessive melt water. We have now made that clear in the caption. 

Figure 3a: the color indicating glaciated areas is not the same as in the legend. 

Not visible at this scale, but we have now adapted the label also simply to blue. 

Figure 3b: how do I interpret the map? If a circle over an area shows 30-40 fatalities, are 

all of these fatalities from a single event, or the sum of fatalities from multiple events 

over multiple years? 

The circle sizes are for individual events. We have now clarified that in the caption. 

Figures 3 and 4: what do you mean by “some recorded impact”? 

This refers to either injured, killed people, killed livestock or damaged or destroyed 

infrastructure. We have clarified that in the caption. 

Figure 4b: what are impacts by month? 

This is the same data as in 4a but aggregated by recorded month to show the seasonality 

of avalanche accidents in the region. We have added ‘recorded’ to go in line with the 

added explanation in 4a. 

Figure 4a: the figure is not easy to read and interpret. I am not sure there is much 

information to be gained from Figure 4b. maybe consider showing the stacked fatalities 

per year in Figure 4b instead. 

We have now shown the stacked fatalities per year 

Table 2: if you do not know the type of slope hazard (NA), why are these events included 

then in the table? Does it make sense to mention “slab avalanche” in the table? I guess 

its falls into the snow avalanche category anyway. 

All events with NA are still avalanches (i.e. either snow or ice), the records however do 

not specify which. In some cases (e.g. Salang in Afghanistan) we can be sure it must be a 



snow avalanche as no ice is close but we stick here to the records given as in others (e.g. 

Lahaul, Gokyo) it could be both or a mix of both. 

For ‘slab avalanches’ we simply had this added information available, but to not confuse 

the reader here we hv changed this to ‘snow avalanche’. The detail is retained in the 

HiAVAL database. 

330: you initially stated that you are not considering high altitude mountaineering 

avalanche fatalities. However, here you have a whole section on it. I find it interesting 

and I think you should slightly rewrite your scope of the study in the introduction. 

We have indeed recorded all mountaineering fatalities as well (see L111f). When talking 

about impacts and e.g. climate change or seasonality we believe that clustering them 

under the total number is not helpful as it would skew conclusions e.g. for adaptation by 

country towards the issue. Most of these fatalities happen in Nepal, a country that 

otherwise has fewer avalanche casualties than India or Afghanistan, which leads to the 

conclusion that avalanche deaths here are rather driven by willful exposure rather than 

the presence of avalanches per se. All data is also recorded in the database and both 

numbers are also stated in the abstract to make the total clear. 

Section 6: interesting topic, however, very thinly described. Could you add some 

references here for further reading? 

Information is limited in this regard; however, we have now added additional literature 

following your recommendation. It remains difficult to come to actual conclusions in this 

regard as attempts have been scattered. 

453: love the story about people basically growing rock glaciers. Have heard that in some 

lectures before! 

Thank you. 

 

 


